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Submission to the NSW Legislative Council Portfolio Committee No. 3 – Education 

Inquiry into the Future Development of the NSW Tertiary Education Sector 

The Western Sydney Leadership Dialogue is pleased to make the following submission, noting the 

Terms of Reference, and adopting a regional focus on Greater Western Sydney (GWS).    

Introduction: tertiary education as transformational ‘fair go’ 

Since our inception the Western Sydney Leadership Dialogue has been an enthusiastic advocate of 

comprehensive, agile, versatile and equitable university and vocational training sectors. Nowhere can 

the opportunity to continue education beyond basic schooling have more of a life-changing impact on 

ordinary Australians than in a region like GWS, still too often over-represented in many 

socioeconomic metrics of disadvantage. Now more than ever, inclusive and accessible pathways into 

advanced education hold the key to maintaining a truly ‘fair go’ right across Australian society.  

In this light, one of the most gratifying evolutions to have witnessed over the last few decades – and 

since 2015, played a partnership role in - has been the transformational impact on GWS of the tertiary 

education sector’s explicit and deliberate shift towards improving access and resources for regionally, 

culturally and socioeconomically ‘non-traditional’ catchments like ours. This has been particularly 

evident in the westward expansion of established institutions like the University of Sydney, in the form 

of satellite campuses and research centres, and especially in the rise of new institutions: regional 

TAFE and other VET hubs and courses, and of course, Western Sydney University (WSU). WSU 

especially has become an anchoring powerhouse of education innovation, arguably the single most 

influential force in changing the education aspirations and outcomes for those living in GWS.  

In the space of a few decades, tertiary education in GWS has transformed itself, and we submit that 

there are lessons the whole sector can build on. In emerging almost from scratch in the modern era, 

in symbiotic parallel with profound changes in economic, regional, intellectual and cultural markers, 

tertiary education in GWS has developed a uniquely innovative philosophical and material approach, 

one eschewing the traditional ‘ivory tower’ separatism of the past in favour of social, cultural and 

economic integration. This is equipping institutions like WSU, other university satellite campuses and 

research centres, and the blossoming regional VET networks, as true ‘advanced educators of 

tomorrow’, lending them an organic enmeshment that is increasingly aligning both ambition and 

capacity with the thrilling opportunities unfolding in its host region.  

We commend the following observations to Committee members.     

Tertiary education as economic multiplier: ‘in, and of, the material world it which it exists’ 

It is of course self-evident that the research, knowledge and skilled workforce ‘outputs’ of its tertiary 

education sector will have a defining strategic impact on any economy. However, conceived, planned 

and developed intelligently, the tertiary sector can also play a more direct economic role. New 

facilities, programs and influxes of students will always generate associated commercial activity, but 

this can and should be leveraged to greatest effect by maximising the integration of tertiary education 

growth within local and regional economies. University campuses, TAFE hubs, stand-alone research 

centres and facilities, student servicing and accommodation clusters and so on, are all powerful 

economic activators in themselves. The international student marketplace is the starkest example of 
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